The University of Arizona Hanson Film Institute and Consulado de Mexico en Tucson Present:

Sponsored by Cox and Harkins Theatres

ALL SCREENINGS FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Screening Venue: Harkins Theatres Tucson Spectrum 18, 5455 South Calle Santa Cruz
Opening Night Party with film: Tucson Museum of Art, 140 N Main Avenue
Thursday, March 4, 6 pm
AMBULANTE DOCUMENTARY FILM
FESTIVAL PRESENTS

EL GENERAL/THE GENERAL

IN PERSON: NATALIA ALMADA, DIRECTOR
at Harkins Theatres Tucson Spectrum 18

Thursday, March 4, 8:30pm
Friday, March 5, 6:00pm
FESTIVAL OPENING NIGHT PARTY VOY A EXPLOTAR/
GUEST FILMMAKERS, PRESENTERS, AND FILM
(Live Music 10pm-12am)
Food and drinks!
IN COLLABORATION WITH THE
TUCSON MUSEUM OF ART
140 N. Main Avenue

I’M GONNA EXPLODE

Friday, March 5, 8:30pm

ALAMAR/TO THE SEA

at Harkins Theatres Tucson Spectrum 18

at Harkins Theatres Tucson Spectrum 18

TRÓPICO DE CÁNCER

PRESENTED BY CARLOS GUTIERREZ,
CO-DIRECTOR, CINEMA TROPICAL
Official Selection, Venice Film Festival 2008
Official Selection, Toronto Film Festival 2008
Official Selection, Berlinale 2008
Winner, FIPRESCI, Prize Thessaloniki
Film Festival 2008
Winner, Mezcal and Press Awards,
Guadalajara Mexican Film Festival 2008

Winner, Documentary Directing Award,
Sundance Film Festival 2009
Nominated, Film Independent Spirit
Truer Than Fiction Award 2009
Winner, International Documentary
Association 2009 Jacqueline Donnet 		
Emerging Documentary Filmmaker Award
Mexico, 2007, 105 min.
Winner, Audience Award & Best
Director: Gerardo Naranjo
Documentary Feature Cine Las Americas
Best Latin American Films of the Decade List, Producers: Pablo Cruz, Gerardo Naranjo,
Film Festival 2009
Cinema Tropical, New York
Hunter Gray, Alain de la Mata
Winner, Silver Ariel-Best First WorkIn Spanish with English subtitles
Mexico/USA, 2008, 83 mins.
Documentary 2005
ARIZONA PREMIERE
Director: Natalia Almada
Winner, Festival Award, Mexico City
Producers: Daniela Alatorre, Natalia Almada
International Contemporary Film
Triumphantly tragicomic. Boldly transposes
ARIZONA PREMIERE
Festival 2005
Pierrot La Fou. I’m Gonna Explode is this
year’s sleeper. - J. Hoberman,
The past and the present collide as filmmaker Mexico, 2004, 53 mins.
The Village Voice
Natalia Almada brings to life audio recordDirector: Eugenio Polgovsky
ings she inherited about her great-grandfather Minimal dialogue in Spanish with
Roman, the son of a sleazy right-wing
Plutarco Eliás Calles, a revolutionary general English subtitles
congressman, contributes to his high school
who became president in 1924. In his time,
ARIZONA PREMIERE
talent show by attempting to hang himself on
Calles was called “El Bolshevique” and
stage. Maru, from the other side of the tracks,
“El Jéfe Máximo” (the foremost chief). Today, A poignant and powerful documentary,
is the only one who claps. They bond in dehe is remembered as “el Quema-Curas”
Trópico de Cáncer is a meticulous account of
tention, and after staging a mock abduction
(priest –burner) and as a dictator who ruled
the perilous conditions of a group of families
it’s off in a stolen Volkswagen with daddy’s
through puppet presidents until he was exiled living in the arid desert of San Luis Potosí in
gun to the end of the night. Two wonderfully
in 1936. Through his daughter’s recordings,
their quest for survival hunting animals to sell fresh performances by Maria Deschamps and
El General moves between the memories of a them on the highway. Both visually and narJuan Pablo de Santiago grace this engaging
daughter grappling with history’s portrait of
rative astonishing, the film is Eugenio Polgov- and often funny youth film.
her father and the weight of his legacy on the sky’s documentary debut which was screened - The Film Society of Lincoln Center
country today. Time is blurred in this complex in numerous film festivals around the world.
and visually arresting portrait of a family and
With each new work, cutting-edge shingle
country living under the shadows of the past. … the film is ‘small’ but beautifully formed:
Canana, co-founded by Gael García Bernal,
Polgovsky has an instinctive knack for putting Diego Luna, and Pablo Cruz, continues
Archival and original footage, Hollywood films, his low-tech digital camera in the right place to prove the worth of investing in young
and still photographs are woven with original at the right time; for knowing when to show Mexican talent, fueling the current wave of
music and meticulously edited audio archives us the full sweep of the mountain-fringed
creative diversity south of the border. With
to reveal a hypnotic and deeply compassion- landscape and when to zero in on a particuI’m Gonna Explode,’Naranjo strengthens his
larly dramatic incident. He - and therefore
ate portrait of the Mexican people and the
shooting
star status.
we - are with the ‘hunters’ (some of them no
forces that have shaped their country.
Variety
more than children) every step of the way:
- Sundance 2009 Film Festival
there are sequences in which animals are
killed on-camera which will be distressing
Guest Film Programmer
More film information at
for some viewers, but they are justified as an
Carlos
Gutiérrez, Co-Director,
honest depiction of these people’s everyday
www.altamurafilms.com
struggle for survival - in the venerable tradiCinema Tropical, will provide
tion of Buñuel’s Land Without Bread (1933),
introductions and participate in
or Kalatozishvili’s Salt For Svaneti (1930).
Q&As for select films.
- Neil Young (Film Lounge)

special guest Natalia Almada was born in Mexico. She earned an

MFA from the Rhode Island School of Design. Her directing credits include All Water
Has a Perfect Memory, an internationally recognized experimental
short, and Al Otro Lado, an award-winning feature documentary about
immigration and drug trafficking. Natalia was a 2008 Guggenheim
Fellow and won a Documentary Directing Award in 2009 from
Sundance for El General. Natalia’s work has screened at Sundance,
the Museum of Modern Art, and the Whitney Biennial as well as
on PBS. After Tucson Cine Mexico, Natalia will travel to LA for the
Independent Spirit Awards where El General is nominated.

Winner, Audience Award & Feature
Competition Award, Morelia International
Film Festival 2009
Official Selection Toronto International
Film Festival 2009
Official Selection Rotterdam International
Film Festival 2010
Mexico, 2009, 75 mins.
Director: Pedro González-Rubio
Producer: Jaime Romandía, Pedro González-Rubio
In Spanish and Italian with English subtitles
ARIZONA PREMIERE
In a word, the film is beautiful, with stunning
aquamarine cinematography contributed by
Alexis Zabé (Silent Light, Lake Tahoe).
- Michael Guillen
Jorge and Roberta have been separated for
several years.They simply come from opposite
worlds: he likes an uncomplicated life in the
jungle while she prefers a more urban existence.
He is Mexican and she is Italian, and she has
decided to return to Rome with their five-year-old
son, Natan. But before they leave, Jorge wishes
to take young Natan on a trip, hoping to teach him
about his origins in Mexico.
Jorge takes Natan to Chinchorro, home to the
second-largest coral reef on the planet and one
of the few places in the Mexican Caribbean with
an intact ecosystem. Living simply in a wooden
palafite (a shack constructed on stakes) in front
of the quay, they spend their days fishing with
the experienced Matraca and Natan learns the
value of catching his own food. The area is also
home to all kinds of exotic animals, and Natan is
amazed by the iguanas, crocodiles and seabirds
that surround them – a natural world previously
unknown to him. The relationship between man
and nature is subtly revealed as we bear witness
to the day-to-day existence of the fishermen in
Chinchorro, who still spear for lobster and live
with few modern conveniences. Riding a thin
line between fiction and documentary, filmmaker
Pedro González-Rubio weaves a delicate, moving
narrative in this fine second feature. Via Jorge
and Natan’s story, González-Rubio brings us to
a remote region in Mexico and puts us in touch
with a very pure way of life. - excerpted from
Diana Sanchez, Toronto Film Festival

El General and Tijuaneados Anonimos are presented in association
with Ambulante Gira de Documentales. Ambulante is a travelling

documentary film festival carried out by the non-profit organization
Documental Ambulante A.C , in collaboration with Canana, Cinépolis and
the Morelia International Film Festival. It was created in 2005 by Gael García
Bernal, Diego Luna, and Pablo Cruz, with the purpose of promoting the
exhibition of documentaries in Mexico, as well as documentary production.
During the tour, both Mexican and international documentaries are shown
in Cinepolis theatres and more than 60 additional venues, in several cities
around the country, between February and May every year.

In Association With

Friday, March 5, 10:00pm

Saturday, March 6, 6:00pm

at Harkins Theatres Tucson Spectrum 18

IN PERSON: MARIANNA CHENILLO
at Harkins Theatres Tucson Spectrum 18

LOS BASTARDOS/
THE BASTARDS

CINCO DIAS SIN NORA/
NORA’S WILL

Media Sponsors

Saturday, March 6, 8:30pm

ARRANCAME LA VIDA/
TEAR THIS HEART OUT

BASED ON THE NOVEL BY
ANGELES MASTRETTA
at Harkins Theatres Tucson Spectrum 18

Sunday, March 7, 2:00pm

AMBULANTE DOCUMENTARY FILM
FESTIVAL PRESENTS

TIJUANEADOS ANONIMOS:
UNA LAGRIMA, UNA SONRISA/
TIJUANANS ANONYMOUS:
A TEaRDROP, A SMILE
IN PERSON: AMANDA SUCAR, OUTREACH
COORDINATOR, AMBULANTE
ANA PAOLA RODRIGUEZ ESPAÑA,
CO-DIRECTOR
at Harkins Theatres Tucson Spectrum 18

Official Selection, Cannes Film Festival
Official Selection, Rotterdam Film Festival
Official Selection, Los Angeles
Film Festival 2008
Winner, Best Mexican Film, Morelia
Film Festival 2008
Mexico, 2008, 90 mins.
Director: Amat Escalante
Producer: Jaime Romandía
In English and Spanish with English subtitles
ARIZONA PREMIERE

This film contains a scene of extreme
graphic violence.

A nihilistic high-art film…Escalante
possesses a strong talent. - Variety
A multiple award winner and 2008 Cannes
Film Festival selection, Amat Escalante’s
Los Bastardos “looks and sounds very
impressive” (Variety), and makes an indelibly
disturbing impact.
Like the rest of the day-laboring migrant
workers who gather together each morning
on a southwestern American strip mall sidewalk, Jesús (Jesús Moises Rodríguez) and
Fausto (Rubén Sosa) struggle to get ahead
in El Norte. But when a callous gringo boss
strands them in the middle of a community
that exploits them one minute and insults
them the next, the two young men cock
their sawed off shotgun and calmly take a
troubled housewife hostage in her own home.
“Why are you doing this?” asks Karen (Nina
Zavarin), a strung- out and paranoid divorcee
with little left to lose. “Por el dinero,” replies
Jesús. Before Los Bastardos reaches its
shockingly violent climax, Jesús, Fausto, and
Karen will have mapped out a contemporary
North American wasteland of affectless, benumbed amorality far surpassing mere greed.
Co-produced by Carlos Reygadas (Silent Light,
Battle in Heaven), Los Bastardos plumbs the
depths of human brutality with the same cool
cinematic certitude as the work of Michael
Haneke and Bruno Dumont.

with support from
Metropolitan Conventions
& Visitors Bureau
Mexican Foreign Ministry
Tucson Museum of Art
UA College of Humanities

Winner, Grand Coral, Havana
Film Festival 2008
Mexico’s entry to the Academy Awards 2009
Winner, Audience Award, Moreila
Winner, Silver Ariel, Best Art Direction 2009
International Film Festival 2008
Winner, Best Director, Moscow International 		
Mexico, 2008, 111 mins.
Film Festival
Director:
Roberto Sneider
Winner, Audience Award Cine Las Americas
Producers: Alejandro Soberon Kuri, Federico
Film Festival 2009
Gonzalez Compean, Roberto Sneider
Starring: Ana Caludia Talancón,
Mexico, 2008, 100 min.
Daniel Giménez Cacho
Director: Mariana Chenillo
In Spanish with English subtitles
Producers: Laura Imperiale
ARIZONA PREMIERE
Cast: Fernando Luján, Cecilia Suárez
Sponsored by The UA Department
In Spanish and Hebrew with English subtitles
of Spanish and Portuguese
ARIZONA PREMIERE
From the producer of the award-winning film
Frida
- Mexico’s costliest film production and
It may not sound like a comedy, but Chenillo
biggest box office to date
loads the scenario with more Yiddishkeit
than a gross of matzo, sure to elicit laughs
Visually, pic is outstanding, with esteemed
and knowing nods throughout the Diaspora.
Spanish d.p. Javier Aguirresarobe convinc- Variety
ingly exploiting a range of locations and
some well-handled set pieces.
Variety
José learns that Nora, the woman he was
married to for 30 years before divorcing, has
Arráncame la Vida begins its journey during
committed suicide a few days before Passa
transformative period in Mexican hisover. Forced to wait five days for the funeral,
tory.
The Revolution of 1910 is over and the
so that his son can arrive and the rabbi’s
country’s rule is open to whatever politician
schedule can free up, José discovers that
had the audacity to grab it. Dominating men
Nora left all of the food for a Passover dinner
fight ruthlessly for control, manipulating and
ready in her refrigerator. But Nora also left
exploiting others to gain power. Growing up
something else, a curious photograph that
in 1930s Mexico, Catalina Guzmán knows
may unlock the mystery of her life and death little of the world beyond her father’s house,
for the family she left behind.
unaware of the political storm that loom- AFI Film Festival
ing over the whole country. General Andrés
Ascensio is one of the iconic men who exemplifies the concept of Mexican machismo.
special guesT
He arrives unannounced into Catalina’s life,
Mariana Chenillo
confidently seducing her into marriage. She
graduated from the CCC (Centro de
follows him willingly, entranced by his power,
Capacitación Cinematográfica) of
wealth, sexuality and the escape he offers
Mexico City where she specialized in
from her provincial life. She is pushed into
film directing. She then worked as a
the tedious existence of a politician’s wife,
script girl, first assistant director, and
an endless series of state dinners, public
production manager for several film
speeches and social obligations. Despite
directors. She has taught at CCC since
her bravery and enduring spirit, Catalina is
2005. Cinco días sin Nora is her first
engaged by her marriage to Andrés until
feature film as director and writer.
she meets the young and vibrant Carlos
Vives. The handsome orchestra director
provides Catalina with her greatest desire,
her greatest love and her greatest tragedy.
Most importantly, Carlos is the catalyst that
transforms Catalina definitively and irrevoFor Festival Program Updates,
cably. Based on the iconic novel by Ángeles
Mastretta,
Arráncame la Vida is the story of
including additional
a young woman searching for freedom and
Filmmakers In Person, go to:
identity during Mexico’s defining era.
http://clas.arizona.edu/cinemexico
- Cine Las Americas

Official Selection Festival Internacional
de Cine de Morelia
Mexico, 2009, 82 min.
Directors: Ana Paola Rodriguez España and
Jose Luis Figueroa
Producers: Miguel Angel Alvarez and
Lorena Fuentes
In Spanish with English subtitles
ARIZONA PREMIERE
Sponsored by UA Center for Latin
American Studies
The border city of Tijuana, México is experiencing a crisis of unprecedented violence
and ungovernability. This situation affects
the daily lives of its inhabitants. Every week,
a group of people get together in Tijuaneados Anonymous to share experiences and
discuss solutions to the erosive phenomenon
that affects: the tijuaneado. With painful or
playful stories, absurd human tragedies, and
heroic deeds, the characters reflect on the
city, imagining how they want Tijuana to be
and how they want to be as individuals.
Those of us who made the film live in Tijuana
and the theme of the documentary affects
us directly. We are interested in the border
culture and social phenomena that we’ve addressed in previous works. The situation in
Tijuana has been deteriorating over the past
five years. Not only in terms of violence, but
the social fabric seems to be disintegrating
and the quality of life of its inhabitants has
declined. That is why we decided to make
a film that provokes people to reflect about
what is going on, its causes and effects.
– The Filmmakers
More film information at
www.tijuaneadosanonimos.org

special gues T

Ana Paola Rodríguez España

studied language and literature of Latin
America at the Universidad Autónoma
de Baja California and has a Masters
degree in Institutional Communication
and Journalism from the Universidad
Complutense de Madrid. She served as
a reporter for the newspaper Frontera
and for the Internet Spanish newspaper
Libertad Digital. Currently she is project
coordinator for the production house
Galatea audio / visual.

SEATING is open on a first come serve basis with a pass. FREE PASSES will be available at the Harkins Theatre Box Office on night of show as supply

lasts. Advance passes are available at the following locations: Harkins Box Office, UA Visitors Center, UN Student Union Information Desk, UA School of Media Arts
Reception, UA Center for Latin American Studies Reception, UA Department of Spanish and Portuguese Main Office, Consulado de Mexico en Tucson, La Caliente Radio
Station, Casa Video.

